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A customer had once asked about an insurance plan covering his whole life (before age 65) that pays up to
three times the sum assured with premium payable for 20 years only. His financial consultant had
recommended a term policy that could be claimed 3 times should the claim be done within the policy term. As
a newly launched plan that would benefit the customer from the promotional incentive offered by the insurer,
the term policy had a cheaper regular premium rate. However, the financial consultant had not informed the
customer about the insurer offering a higher incentive for consultants that sold this plan during the
promotional period.
The financial consultant’s advice may deem acceptable by some as after all, he did recommend a plan with
lower premium rate that also helped the customer be awarded a promotional gift. Many a times, customers
would look into the policy a few years later and may feel regretful from the lack of suitability from the plan.
The above scenario illustrates the possibility of negligence in recommending a suitable plan should both the
consultant and customer not have discussed and compared the detailed differences between the term plan,
whole life insurance, number of benefits insured, term period, total premium payable etc.
A wrong recommendation as above may lead to an unfavourable relationship between customer and
consultant.
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1.
Relationship with the customer – At least 2 persons are involved in a
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financial advisory process. And these people desire a connection with each
other – one that enables them to trust each other and work together for a
long term. By establishing and maintaining this relationship, both customer
and consultant are able to communicate and interact more frequently.
Customer will be more open in expressing his detailed needs and desire for
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the plan. Also his resources and affordability for the plan. Consultant also
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customer’s needs and concerns. This is surely helpful for consultant to

towards the
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feels more confident to ask customer for more information to ascertain the
understand the circumstances and source for a suitable plan that matches the
customer’s objectives.
2.
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Objective of meeting – Consultant should be fully aware of the purpose of
meeting the customer – to assist them to establish a financial plan for their
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that any recommended plans, no matter how good it is, can be suitable for
the customer.
3.
Recommendation of appropriate plan – with the well-defined needs in
place, selection of a suitable plan for the customer seems easy. However it is
important to note that the recommended plan has to be one that is beneficial
and able to meet the customer’s needs. A plan in need is a plan indeed.
Customer will always be satisfied as long as he is assured that his needs are
being taken care of by the plan. This is the peace of mind they wish to enjoy
over a long term period when buying a insurance plan
4.
Accurate explanation of plan benefits – impressive presentation is essential
and beneficial during a selling process. Accuracy in explanation of benefit is
even more essential. Consultant has to make conscious effort to avoid
creative terms or phrases that may potentially twist or misrepresent the facts
in the plan. Such misleading facts may cause customer to make a wrong
decision. This may result in unimaginable financial burdens. For example, if
an endowment plan that provides an annual cash benefit payout equivalent
to 5% of sum assured, it should be clearly explained that this payout is part of
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the benefits included in the plan. And not to present it as ‘5% annual interest’
payable in addition to the plan benefits.

5.
Disclosure of terms & conditions – there is no free lunch in this world.
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Whilst the customer is satisfied with the list of benefits in the insurance plan,
it is equally important for him to know the price to be paid for the plan.
Especially the price other than the premium, such as the limitations,
exclusions, risks, costs etc. Some of these terms and conditions may result in
reduction or absence of benefits that customer expects in the moment of
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limited to accidental injury only. Customer should be made known that the
condition will not render the benefit claimable.
6.
Disclosure of facts by customer – duty of disclosure is the responsibility of
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This can be catastrophic to the customer’s financial circumstance when the

7.
Patience with customer – during the sales advisory process, it is normal for
customer to ask many questions. Even some repeated questions. It is a sign
that they have not fully understood the plan and they desire to understand
more. A wise consultant can emphasize on limitations and appreciate
customer's desire to understand better. Patience to give customer more time
would allow them to have better insights of the plan. And enable the
customer to make a sound decision on plan selected.
8.
Ensure customer understands and accepts the plan – when all discussions
have completed and customer has decided to propose the plan, it is good to
summarise the benefits and the terms & conditions again. There is no perfect
insurance plan with only benefits and no limitations. Besides ensuring the
customers understand the benefits suit them, it is essential for them to be
acceptable with the terms & conditions. Documentation of their
confirmation is beneficial for their future reference. It provides a good
reminder should they forget the needs or when the needs have changed.
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